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Abstract

The continuity properties or singularities of the eigenfunctions
of a many-particle system in non-relativlstic quantum mechanics are in-
vestigated. It is shovm that all eigenfunctions of such a many-partiole
system are continuous throughout the configuration space, and that the
eigenfunctions have partial derivatives of first order (except at the
Coulomb-type singular points of the potential) which are bounded functions
The nature of the singularities of the eigenfunctions are described in
greater detail.
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1, Introduction

This paper is concerned with the continuity properties or singulari-

ties of eigenfunctloiis of a many-particle system in non-relativistic quantum

mechanics. It may be regarded as a continuation of a previous paper'--' of the

writer, in which the fundamental properties, in particular the self-adjointness,

of the Hamiltonian operator of such a system has been investigated .

The main results to be proved in the present paper are: 1) that all

eigenfunctions of such a many-particle system are continuous throughout the

configuration space , and 2) that they have partial derivatives of first order

(except at the Coulomb-type singular points of the potential) which are bounded

functions (see Theorems I, II, Section 2). Actually we are able to give a more

detailed description of the nature of the singularities of the eigenfunctions

(Theorems la. Ha, lib).

Here and in what follows the word 'eigenfunction' is used in a general-

ized sense; it denotes not only 'genuine eigenfunctions' belonging to 'point

eigenvalues' but also 'wave packets.'' A precise definition is given in Section 2,

The eigenfunctions belonging to the so-called 'continuous eigenvalues' are not

included in this concept j in fact, these 'continuous eigenfunctions' for a many-

particle system are not as yet sufficiently well understood mathematically to be

useful in the present investigation. In any case, the definition of generalized

eigenfunctions shows that they foim a dense linear set in the basic Hilbert

space,

Scane of the results given below are mentioned in [l] , but without a complete
description and proof,

»H«-The configuration space is tte 3s-dimensional space of which the coordinates

are the aggregate of all s particles,

t [21
'For similar use of the word see e.g, Friedrichs "- -'.
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There have been some previons investigations concerning the nature of

the singularities of the genuine eigenfunctions of the helium atom (Kemble '
•'

,

Gronwall'-"^-', Partlett'- -'). Gronwall discovered a transformation of the helium

wave equation into a siirple fonn, and Bartlett continued work along these lines.

However, this attack seems not to have led to any positive mathematical results,

except to show that the helium wave equation does not possess any solution which

admits of a certain simple series expansion.

However, our results stated above show that the eigenfunctions are in

general well-behaved, or at least better than previously believed, even though

they are not expressible as a simple series.

Our approach to the problem is rather different from the one used by

Gronwall and Bartlett, One advantage of our method is that the problem of the

existence of the eigenfunctions is separated from the study of their properties.

In fact, the existence of generalized eigenfunctions has been proved in [l] for

any number of particles. (The existence of geguine eigenfunctions has been

proved so far only for the two-electron problem, which is, however, a problem

on the nature of the spectrum of a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space, and

has little to do with the local properties of solutions of the wave equation.

)

Thus we have only to study the local properties of eigenfunctions which are

known to exist (or assumed to exist in the case of genuine eigenfunctions) and

to satisfy a certain operational equation. This can be done rather easily by

utilizing the usual Green's function for the higher-dimensional Laplace operator.

The results 1), 2) given above are well known in the case of one-

particle systems (hydrogen-like atoms), in which the eigenvalue problem can

be solved explicitly. In particular, the eigenfunction for the gro\ind state
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has the simple foim (see e.g. [j3j )

(1.1)

in a suitable system of units o Thus ? is continuous everywhere, whereas its

first-order derivatives ai?e bounded hit discontinuous at r » , This discon-

tinuity may be characterized by (d^/br)^ -^(0,0,0), In view of this example,

the above general results ar« not likely to admit of much improvement. Rather,

w© show that the above fonn of singularity is typical even for the general raany-

particle problem, in a sense to be described below (see in particular Theorem IIb)»

In proving the restiLt 2) regarding the derivatives of eigenfunctions, we

had to make some use of certain special properties of the usual Coulomb potential.

However, the result l) on the continuity of eigenfunctions themselves can be

proved more generally; it is sufficient to asstime that the potential between any

pair of particles is a function of their relative positions which is locally

quadratically integrable and bounded at infinity.

The present work suggested itself in connection with a recently renewed

interest in the precise calctilation of non-relativistic eigenvalues and eigen-

functions of the helium atom (see e.g. Chandrasekhar'- -' and Kinoshita'ir'-); this

problem seems to be related to the problem of relativistic correction to these

eigenvalues. For such a calculation, the variational method initiated by

Hylleraas'- ' still appears to be the most effective tool. However, some informa-

tion, at least qualitative, on the singularities of the eigenfunctions is desirable

in choosing good trial functions in such a variational calculation. The

exact eigenfonctions are of course quite regular (eveiL analytic) at all
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points of the configuration space except at the singular points of the potential,

but they may well have some sort of singularity at thes2 singular points. It is quite

natural to expect that trial functions with the same type of singularity would give

a better approximatjon than functions with different types of singularities.

According to our resiilts sinnmarized above- the singularity is rather

'mild and seems to justify the use of trial functions of Hylleraas type (cf.

Chandrasekhar'- •'and Kinoshita'--' ), but it is hoped that the mors detailed descrip-

tion of the singularity given in Theorems Ila, lib may be of some use in selecting

good trial functions.

2, Assumptions and results

We now proceed to state our assumptions and results in more precise form.

The Hamiltonian operator of our system, which consists of s particles, is

assumed to have the form (cf. [ij

)

Here r. = (x.,y.,z. ) is the three-dimensional position vector of the i-th

particle, and grad. is the vector operator (s/6x., 3/3y., 3/9z.)j |j,. are

constants with p. . > for i = l,2,,,,,s and ji > 0. The tenn with [i comes

from the separation of the motion of the center of gravity, and may be interpreted

as representing the effect of the finiteness of the mass of atomic nuclei. But

(2,1) may also represent the Hamiltonian before this separation of the motion

of the system as a whole; then we have simply to put u 0,

For an ordinary atomic or moleciilar system in a free space, the potential
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energy W(r^ , . . . jjr^ ) is the Coulomb potential j that is, W is the sum of such

terms as ^^/r^ and ^^*/^^tf where e^, e^. are constants and r. • \]c.\,

r^. " |r^ - r.|. In the greater part of our investigation, however, we need

not assume such a specific fonn of the potential. It is sufficient, at least

for the moment, to assume that W can be written as

(2.2) V(r^,...,£^) - Wj.£,p...,r^) +

J^
V^^(r. ) *y v.^(r^ - r^).

where

1=1 i<^

i) W is a real-valued, measurable f\mction bounded in the whole
o

3s-dimensional configuration space;

ii) for each i, j with < i < j S s, the V. .(r_) are real-valued,

measurable functions, defined in the tha^e-dimensional space (r), which vanish

identically outside of some sphere and satisfy

(2.3) f |V,,(r)rdr<CD,

where <ris a fixed constant such that cr> 2.

These assumptions are satisfied by the Coulomb potential. In fact,

although the function l/r itself does not satisfy the condition ii) above, it

can be written as

where '^ (r) is a function equal to 1 for r ^ p, p > 0, and equal to zero other-

wise. Then the first term on the right-hand side of (2.h) satisfies the condition

ii) with any o- such that 2 < O- < 3, while the second term may be absorbed in a
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COTimon teim W which is bounded,
o

We note also that the above assvmptions vrith o- 2 are exactly those

made in the previous paper*- •' except for some change in notation. The apparent

difference (there we assumed that the V. .(j) are locally square integrable and

bounded at infinity ) disappears if we decompose each V (r) of [ij into two parts

in the same way as we have just done for the Coulomb potential.

If (2.3) is true for some 0", it is a fortiori tmae for smaller O- > 0,

since the V. .(r) are assumed to vanish outside of a sphere. Thus the assvimption

(2,3) is stronger for larger <J-, and we expect to obtain sharper results when O"

is larger. This is the reason why we have left C unspecified.

Before we state our results sketched in the introduction in more precise

theorems, we must make clear what is meant by an eigenfunction. In fact, the

operator H as given by (2,1) is only a formal differential operator, and an

eigenfunction of H is not determined unless we impose some kind of boundary or

continuity conditions at the singular points of the potential} but these con-

tinuity conditions are exactly what we shall determine in this paper.

This vicious circle can be avoided by an operator-theoretical considera-

tion based on the fundamental principle of quantum mechanics that every physical

quantity should be represented by a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space

(cf, von Neumann'- '). It has been proved in £l] that there is a self-adjoint

operator H (in the Hilbert space of quadratically integrable functions defined in

the configuration space) which is uniquely detenrdned by the formal differential

operator H in quite a natural way. In this proof the potential W has been assumed

to satisfy the above conditions with the special constant <y " 2j since (2.3)

with <r> 2 implies that the same condition holds for 6"- 2, the result is true

a fortiori in the present case for any <r> 2. As explained in [l] in detail.
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there is no doubt that this operator H is the correct Hamiltonian of the physical

system under consideration. In the nejct section we shall give the exact definition

of H together with its main properties in so far as these are necessary for our

purposes.

By a genuine eigenfunction of the system we mean an eigenfunction of

this operator H belonging to a point eigenvalue \\ thus should be a solution

of Hji = X0, ^ ^ 0, We shall also consider as eigenfunctions wave packets belong-

ing to this operator. A wave packet is a function belonging to a subspace of

the Hilbert space corresponding to a spectral measure for a finite interval in

the spectral representation of the operator H, that is, a function ^ such that

P B (e, -E )0with some -oo< a < b < oo, where E. is the resolution of the

identity corresponding to the self-adjoint operator H, Genuine eigenfunctions and wave

packets have the common property that the operator H can be applied to them any

number of times, that is, they belong to the domain of li for any positive integer

n. By a generalization, any function possessing this property will hereafter be

called an eigenfunction. Actually the concept could further be generalized to

include functions belonging to the domain of "^ for sufficiently large but finite n,

but we shall not do so for the sake of simplicity.

It should be noted that H is not a differential operator in the naive

sense, so that it is not immediately clear that even a genuine eigenfunction is

differentiable and satisfies the differential equation H)i \0, although this is

tiMe in any region of the configuration space where the potential is regular.

But what concerns us here is the behavior of ^ (or of any eigenfunction in the

generalized sense) at the singular points of the potential, and these singular

points may well cover the whole space under the general assumptions stated above.

We can now state our results in a precise foitn. In doing this, it is

convenient to use the following abbreviation. We shall say that a function ^ is

(Cjj) if it is uniformly HSlder continuous with exponent &, that is, if there is
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a constant C and 9 (O < 9 < l) such that \f6(P) - 0(Q)| < CC^)®, where P, Q

are any two points in the configuration space and "^ is the 3s-diraensional dis-

tance between them. Similarly, is said to be (Cq) if all first-order partial

derivatives of fi exist and are (C_), It should be noted that we consider only

the values < 6 < 1, so that when we say e.g. that fi is (C.) with any 9 such

that a < 9 < p, this actually implies that is (C^) with any 9 such that

Max (0,e) < 9 < Min(l,p),

Now we state

Theorem I . Let the potential W be given by (2.2) with conditions

i), ii). Then all eigenfunctions are bounded and are (C^) with an^

6 < 2- !, . If o-> 3, they are (C^) with any © < 1- ^

.

The Gotilomb potential corresponds to the case in which (T- is smaller

than, but may be arbitrarily close to, 3. In this case Theorem I shows that the

eigenfunctions are (Cp) with amy 8 < 1, but it tells us nothing about their

derivatives. However, we can obtain more specific results here.

Let us call W a generalized Coulomb potential if it can be expressed in

the foim (2,2), where W satisfies i) and the V. . satisfy the folloxrijig condition;

ii') for each < i < J < s, V. .(>) Jias the form
- - ij *~

(2.5) Vy(r) - e,j 4^1 . v;j(r) .

wh-ere r = Ir| , e. . are constants, "^(r) is the function intix)duced above, (see

(2.U)), and the V. .(r) satisfy the condition ii) with some O" > 3.

Any point where at least one of r. or r. . vanishes will be called a

Coulomb singular point. Thus Covilomb singular points form (3s-3)-dljnen3ional
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hyperplanes, of which there are s(s+l)/2. Now we can state

Theorem n . Let W be a generalized Coulomb potential » Then all

eigenTonctions are continuous and have derivatives of first order

except at the Covilomb singular points defined above j these deriva-

tives are bounded.

We can give somewhat more detailed description of the nature of the

singularities of the eigenfunctions. To do this, we have to introduce a linear

transformation of the 38 coordinates (rT,...»iV,).

This linear transfoimation is aimed at transfoiroing the purely differential

part of (2.1) into the 33-dimensional negative Laplace operator -/\. This is

possible since, by assumption, ix. > (i = 1, .,.,s) and a > 0. It is important,

for later use, to note that this purpose is achieved by a linear transformation

of the special forai

(2.6) r^ « V a^Tj^ ^ - l,.r.,s), /^

ki'l

which transforms each of three sets of coordinates (x. ),(y^),(z^)into themselves

and in the same way. This is obvious from (2.1) where these three sets are

separated and appear in the same fonn . We note also that such a linear trans-

formation does not change the property of a function being quadratically

integrable, (Cq), (Gq), etc.

After such a transfoiroation we denote the new coordinates by x = (x-,...x ),

m * 3s. This new configuration space will be denoted by E , and the Hilbert space

L (E ) of all quadratically integrable functions will be denoted by W. The

An example of such a tranforraation is given in Kemble L^J
, pp. 6ii and 209.
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operator (2,1) can now be written as

(2.7) H = -^+W(x),

where

(2.8)

4R'
M

W(x) - Wjx) + Vv^(x)5

1-1

the V.(x), i «= 1,..., M, M = s(s+l)/2, correspond to
'^qi(k±^

and ^^^(ri-rJ of

(2,2) in some definite order.

After this linear transformation it is no longer true that each of V. (x)

depends only on three coordinates. But obviously these functions retain their

original simple structure: for each i, there is a three-dimensional subspace of

E such that V. (x) is a function of the projection of x into this suTaspace, In

other words, there is an orthogonal transformation of x » (x,, ..,,x ), depending

on i, such that V.(x) takes on the fonm, in the new coordinate system x " (Xj^,,,,3^),

(2,9) V^(x) '7Jili^,3[^,'^). ^ ^^ c^^w^ CPrs5c«rt^^U.yii^
•

The Laplacian /\ in (2,7) is unchanged by such an orthogonal transformation.

Furthermore, it is clear that the function f. has the same property as the corres-

ponding V. . of (2,2), namely that if the V. .(r) satisfy the condition ii), then

the 7.(x,,x«,X-) vanish outside of a (three-dimensional) sphere and

(2,10) |^^(3c^,X2,x^)|^ dXj^ dxg dXj < CO

Of course (2,30) is still true if O- is replaced by a smaller positive number.
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Similarly if the V. . satisfy the condition ii')> we can express V in the form

(2.11) 7^(x^,X2,X3) - i^ ILkl + 7[ix^,x^,x^),

2 2 2 ^
by denoting by the same letter r the new quantity r =» (x, + Xp + x_) j in (2,11)

e.. is a constant, tJ^ (r) is a function similar to \ir) of (2»U), and the f. satisfy

(2.30) with some O^ > 3» It is important here that the original linear transformation

have the special form (2,6) j for only then, as is seen without difficulty, will the

O A 1 /O MM mm

new r «• (x, + Xp + x-) in the first tenn e. -n .(r)/r of (2.11) be synmetrical

with respect to x-jX^jX-.

The expression on the right-hand side of (2,9) will be called a canonical

form of V
.
, and the coordinate system in which V . has a canonical form will be

called a canonical system with respect to V. . Since the notion of a canonical

system depends on V., it is in general impossible to give all V. canonical foiuis

sljiiTiltanecmsly. . When x - (x.,.,,,x ) is a canonical coordinate system for V. , the

first three coordinates x,,Xp,X- will be called internal coordinates with respect

to v., and the rest, 1& ^...jX , external coordinates. The derivatives 3f/8x. of a

function f will be similarly classified into internal and external derivatives with

respect to V. , The distinction between internal and external derivatives is not

always definite; a derivative may be internal and external at the same time, as is

shown by a trivial example V. 0. But in most cases the distinction is quite

definite.

We can now supplement Theorems I, II as follows.

Theorem la . Let o- > 2 in Iheorem I. Then any eigenfunction ^ is the

sum of M " s(s+l)/2 terms JU»«>^ such that, for each i,9^ is (C^) with

any 8 < 2 - ^j and all external derivatives of 0. with respect to V . exist

and are (C- ) with siny & < 3 " "S. *
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This theorem gives us somewhat more detailed information on eigenfunctions,

though it is not very useful unless we also know something about the internal

derivatives of each 0. . Such is the case if we assume that W is a generalized

Coulomb potential} then we have

Theorem Ila . Let W be a generalized Coulomb potential. Then any

eigenfunction is the sum of M*-l functions j^ ,^,.,.,^ with the

following properties:

1) 0^ is (C^) for any 9 < 1. |. . ^i— A^^ LCrf- ^-JU< <-^M«ju-Jy^*-

2) If X = {7C.,,,,fX) is a canonical coordinate system for

v., then (/. is a function of only m - 2 variables

r . (x^ x| * x^)^/^ \*'"f\f a^d ijf^ is (C^)

n /^^-^ ^" these variables for any 6 < i,

_^ ** That p. is (Cq) as a function of r, Zi ,«..jX does not imply that it is

(Cg) as a function of x,,,..,x . Since d0^/dx. = (a0./dr)(x. /r) for k = 1,2,3,

the internal derivatives 30. /Bx are continuous for r > but in general discon-

tinuous for r « 0. This discontinuity carries over to the internal derivatives

of with respect to V., since the other terms ^Q»»'»0i-\f A+i»*«»^ ®^^ °°°~

tinuously differentiable at the point (O,0,0,xi ,...,x ), unless this point happens

to be a Coulomb singular point also for one of the other terms V . of the potential.

This occurs only when (x, ,...x: ) belongs to a subset of lower dimension. Except

in this case, then, the internal derivatives of itself behave for r -i> as

(^•12' i: - '^^'-^^ * (^L ^* "''•*'^ 'rO

for each fixed (x. ,.,,,x; ). This gives (90i/Sr)^ a meaning independent of the

decomposition 0=0+ 0, + •«• + A., irtiich was by no means uniquely determined

by the properties stated in Theorem Ila. Thus (30. /ar)^^ is an important quantity
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giving the measure of the discontinuity of 30/3x. . /s is easily seen from (2.12)

it is equal to (d0/Qr).^, where ^ is the average value of jZ! taken over the sphere

r = const, for fixed values of Xi,..«,x (except, of course, for the unimportant

case mentioned above).

Now it is interesting to note that this quantity (30/3r)^ « (d^./Sr)^«

is proportional to ^O,O,0,Xi ,...,x )• We have

Theorem lib . Let W be a generalized Coulomb potential and let

(x,,...,x ) be a canonical system for V., Then

(2.13) (0) -|ii ;K0,0/),x^,...,x^)

except at sane points Xi ,...,x of a set of lower dimension. Here (Z is defined

above and e, is the constant appearing in the expression (2,11) for tT .

,

Theorems Ila and lib give some infomation on the characteristic singulairity

of the eigenfunctions, and this singularity might be said to be a simple generali-

zation of the one encountered in the one-particle system (see (1,1)), In fact,

for s « 1, the right-hand side of (2,13) reduces to ^ 'e^ 0(0,0,0), Thus B0/dx^

are discontinuous if and only if )Z5(0,0,0,) fl 0, and the degree of discontinuity

is proportional to 0(0,0,0) with coefficient e/2, if the operator is written as

e re
« - -A -^ ? *

>c

This result is not quite trivial even for the hydrogen atom, since may be any

it

wave packet. Of course it could be verified directly for each eigenfunction .

We shall apply the above results to the case s = 2, For simplicity we

*This result follows also from the ordinary differential equation satisfied by
the radial part of the eigenfunction of l:qndrogen atom.
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take the Hamiltonian vri.thout the u, -tenti:

®1 ®2
.
®12

H- -Ai-Ar + ~ + ^ +
2 T^ T^ r^g

Then we should take V, « e,'^(r,)/r, etc., according to (2.li). Thus the terms

V, and Vj are already in canonical form and we have by (2.13)

where ^ is the average of for r-, « const, and similarly for (j( . To examine

the discontinuities at the singular points r-^ = 0, we introduce the orthogonal

transformation

5i
^'^^^^^1-^2^* Iz " 2"^^^(i:i * £2^

so that Vj2 is in the canonical form

^2 = «12 7 (^12^/^12 ^'•^'^la V^'-^^/ry

Hence if we write fKT-.jT^) - YCr^jrp), we have

^%,. ^^'V^s.i.)-

But

,-1/2- ,-1/2- N „ /A /- ^ -
) . h

and
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so that we get

(2.15)
^^'^i^i2^(^^^i*^2^'¥^i*^2p (ii*^2^^' "^^y^

Of course here fr means the average of ^ taken over the sphere r-ip = const* with

a fixed value of r, + Tp. The equalities (2.11i) and (2.l5) give some quantitative

information on the singularity of the eigenfxinctions of a two-particle system.

As a simple example, consider the case e, = e^ " -2, e,« =0. Then the

eigenvalue problem can be solved by separation of variables. The ground state

solution is

(2.16) 0=6
-r, -r,1^2 <f

^

then (2. Hi) is immediately verified.

A remark is in order here. By Theorem Ila, should be written as the

sum 0=0 + 0L + 0p, where is fairly regular and 0, and 0p have singularities

with respect to r, and ^^ respectively. But (2.16) shows that is the product
'"

~^1 ~^2
of two factors e and e , each with its characteristic singularity, and it is

by no means obvious that can be expressed as the svtm of the above form. Never-

theless this should be possible according to the general result. In fact, vre

can write for example

-r -r / -r \ / -r >. / -r rM / -r t\

e ^ - e ^ + rj(e " + r^ + r, l-e ^ -r^ + --:=-+ r^ -e "^ - r, +
^

in° ^2 *1 \ *2 r^+r^; '2 \" ^1 t^^t^ I *

and it can easily be shown that this decomposition of e into the sum of JU^
three terms satisfies the above requirements, \

~xXC
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3. The Hamiltonian. Integral representation

In this section we deduce an integral representation valid for any

eigenfunction. Before doing this, however, it is necessary to recall some of

the resiilts of the previous paper '-•'-I regarding the definition and basic prop-

erties of the correct Hamiltonian operator of our system. First -ire note that

the linear transformation of the coordinates, introduced in the preceding cection

to bring H into the forai (2.7), does aot affect the validity of the results of

[l]. Also we note that our operator written in the form (2.7) has a meaning even

when m is not equal to 3s, with s an integer. In what follows we shall therefore

admit any positive inte^^er m > 3»

It has been shown iii [l] thst the formal differential operator (2,7)

leads in a natural way to a unique self-adjoint operator H in the Hilbert space

Y *• L (E ), which is to be taken as the correct Hamiltonian of our system.

To define H, it is convenient to begin with the 'kinetic energy' part

~/\ of (2,7). This operator can be dealt with raost conveniently in the 'raomentuin

representation,' We introduce the Pburier-Plancherel transforms F(p) of functions

f(x) of ^;

(3.1) F(p) = (2n)-"'/2 rexp(-ipx) f(x) dx,

P - (Pi>*..,P^)> P^ Pi ^ + ••• + Pm \»

dx " dx, «, , dx p

Here and in what follows the integral without any specified region of integration

is understood to be taken over the whole space. Actually, however, the integral

on the right-hand side of (3.1) is to be taken in the sense of mean convergence in

IiT. The set of F(p) are exactly Lp over the p-space, and i.he correspondence
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f(x) <—> F(p) is unitary, f(x) and F(p) may be regarded as different representa-

tions of one and the same vector of the abstract Hilbert space. The m-dimensional

space with coordinates p « (p^,,,,,p ) is called the momentum space and F(p) is the

momentum representation of f(x).

We now define an operator T by

(3.2) T^ ^ =•
'*

,

where

(3.3)

f(x) <-> F(p), f*(x) <-> F*(p),

ph{p) - F*(p), p2 - p^ + ... + pm̂

2
In other words, T is a multiplication operator by p in the raomentTJm representa-

tion. The domain <£)^ of T ir^ by definition the set of all functions f(x) £ >y

whose momentum representation F(p) is such that p F(p) is quadratically integrable,

or, what is equivalent,

(3.U)
J

If(p)|^ dp < 00, f p^ |F(p)I^ dp < 00, i = l,2,,.,,m.

It is clear that T thus defined is a self-adjoint operator. Its domain <:© can

also be characterized directly in terms of the configuration representation f(x)

with the aid of the notion of the class f o » hut we do not need it here,

T is equal to the negative Laplacian -/\ in the following sense. If

f(x) is a function sufficiently smooth snd rapidly vanishing at infinity, the

expression -/\ f has a clear meaning j T f is also defined for such f and we

*See Calkin ^^^^ and Morrey '-''-'
,
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have T f = -/\ f , In general, T f can be defined as a limit of such an expres-

sion. More precisely, for any given function f£(^, there is a sequence «|f S of

smooth functions of the above kind such that

^n
-> ^» -A ^n

-^ V (n -> 00 ).

Here the convergence -> means strong convergence in the Hilbert space ^'.

vfe next consider the 'potential energy' operator W. Since W is a

function of x and is a multiplication operator in the configuration representa-

tion, its meaning as an operator in fn. is clear: Wf is defined if and only if f and

Wf are quadratically integrable.

It is remarkable that Wf is defined for all f €. i^ . This makes the
o

definition of the correct Hamiltonian H quite simplej H is to be defined by

(3.5) H - Tq + W.

This implies that H has the same domain <^ as T and Hf T f + WF for f 6- <^

It has been proved that h thus defined is self-adjoint and hence admits of a

spectral representation.

We now derive an integral representation for a function u belonging to

001 , which is to be the basis for all further results.

First we introduce the necessary integral operators.

Let }i(t) be a real-valued function defined for a i^al variable t > 0,

such that

It has been proved in [l] that f may be assumed to have the foim P(x)

1 ?
expC- -w X ), where P(x) is a polynomial of x,,...,x ,
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(0 5 t < 1),

(3.6)

(t ^ 2).

It is also assumed that l^(t) is sufficiently smooth for t ^ and non-increasing.

Fixing such a function 5^(t), we define

(3.7) g(x) - g(x^,...,x^) - (m-2)-V^|xr^\(|x|),

Titnere Ixl » (x, + ... + x ) and whejre o> 2n ' / 1^ (ni/2) is the surface
± m m

area of the unit sphere in E ,m

g(x) is equal to an elementary solution of the I-aplace equation

/\ u » 0, at least for lx| ^ 1. This could be expressed conveniently by the

Byrabolic equation

(3.8) /\ g(x) - - 5(x) + k(x)

where the delta function 6(x) is the ra-dimensional. Here k(x) /\g(x) for \x\ / 0,

30 that k(x) is a smooth function vanishing identically for |x| < 1 as well as

for |x| 5 2.

By virtue of Green's formula, the symbolic relation (3.8) gives

(3.9) u(x) - -
j

g(x-y) ^ u(y) dy +
J

k(x-y) u(y) dy.

This fonmila is valid for any smooth function u(x). It is to be noted that the

integrals of (3.9) are taken only in the finite sphere Iy-x| ^ 2, since g(y-x)
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and k(y-x) vanish for |y-x| > 2,

If in addition u(x) vanishes rapidly for |x| -> oo , then we have

-/Ny u = T u, so that (3 •9) may be written in the foim

(3.10) u » GT^u + Ku,

where G and K are integral operators with the kernels g(x-y) and k(x-y)

respectively*

We shall now show that (3«10) is true not only for such smooth functions

but for all u belonging to <^ .

To do this we note that G and K are bounded linear operators defined

everywhere in 'y- . This follows from the fact that the functions g(x) and k(x)

are integrable in the whole space •

Now let u e <£^ be arbitrary. Then there is a sequence J u V of smooth

functions such that u -> u, T^u = -A ^- -> T u(n -> oo). From (3,ID) we
n ' on *—* n o

know that these smooth functions satisfy

u GT u + Ku .
n on n

Since G and K are botmded operators, u -> u and T u -*• T u imply Ku -> Ku^ * n on o^'n
and GT u ^* ^q^* Thus the limit n -> oo gives the desired result (3.ID) for

any u G oBl .

For any u c cB' we know that Hu is defined and Hu T u + Wu, that is,
J]

o o '

For cOTipleteness we sketch a proof here. We have for any u € -tV

[/lg(x-7)| |u(y)t dy]
$J |g(x-y)| dyj|g(x-y)| |u(y)|2dy

» C I |g(x-y)| |u(y)| dy, where we set C = |g(x)|dx. Hence

Jdx [J lg(x-y)| !u(y)|2dy] <cj |u(y)l2dyj |g(x-y)ldx - C^H u H^.

It follows from Fubini's theorem that v(x) «
j

g(x-y) u(y) dy exists almost

eveiTwhere and v e ^^ || v ||< C || u ||, Thus v « Ku is defined for every ue ^
and K is a bounded operator.
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T u « Hu - Wu. Putting this into (3.10), we obtain

u " GH u + Ku - GW u.

and then, substituting for W from (2,8), we have

(3oll) u » GH u + Ku - GW^u -^ G V^u

since we know that each V. may be applied to n separately (see \l}), (3«ll)

gives an integral representation of u in terras of Hu and u itself, and serves

as a basis for further investigation.

k» Lemmas on the integral operators

We proceed to investigate the integral operators G, K, GW and (N,

appearing in (3.11). G and K are rather simple; they are bounded operators in w^-,

as shown in the preceding section. In particular, since the kernel k(x-y) of K

is a smooth function, K transforms every function u €. >y into a smooth function.

The kernel g(x-y) of G has a singularity given by (3.7)j but this singularity is

familiar in potential theoryj and it is well known that, e.g., if u is HSlder

continuous, then Gu has continuous derivatives of second order. The operator

G¥ is bounded and defined everywhere since both the operators G and W are

bounded and defined everywhere. Moreover, it is clear that GW is a single

integral operator with kernel g(x-y) W (y).

The operators G V. are somewhat more complicated. According to the

definition of the product of two operators in a Hilbert space, G7. is defined
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only for functions u such that V.u and G(7.u) are both defined. But the V.

are in general unbounded and not defined everywhere, and hence the GV. are

also not defined everjrwhere. It can be shown, however, that the G7, are never-

theless bounded.

In what follows let V stand for any one of the V. for simplicity. Then

the operator OV is obviously a restriction of the integral operator A defined by

(U.l) (Au) (x) -
I

g(x-y) V(y) u(y) dy,

and, as we shall show, A is a bounded linear operator defined everywhere in ^
More generally, we can regard A as a linear operator which transforms

an element from a Banach space L^ » L^(E ) into another Banach space L^, Here
m

L^ is, as usual, the space of all (equivalent classes of) complex-valued functions

u(x) with the finite p-nonn

1/p

(U.2) Hull r!u(x)|Pdx

We shall consider the values 2 § p $ oo and define as usual Iju ||^" sup|u(x)|,

Ap a linear operator on L^ to L*', Au is defined for u e. l'^ if and only if the

right-hand side of (U.l) exists as a Lebesgue integral for almost all x and if

the function Au thus defined belongs to L^, When we use A in this sense, we

write it A^,
P

Similarly we shall consider the operator B GW :

(U.3) (Bu) (x) - g(x-y)W^(y) u(y)dyJ o

in these Banach spaces, and we use the notation B^ in the same way.
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For these operators in Banach spaces, we now prove several lemmas.

In this section V(x) = ^ (x) is assumed to be of the general fonn (2.9) satisfy-

ing (2,1D), We begin with an auxiliary lemma.

Lemma 1 . Let g (x) Ixl""*"*^, ( |x| ), where < n < m and 5^,(t) is a

smooth function with the property (3.6), If a, p are real numbers

such that

(U.U) ajS^OjO^P^O'* < (m-vi) a + 1 p < m,

it

then there is a finite constant C, independent of x, such that

(Ii.5) ||g^(x-y)r |v(y)lPdy<C.

Proof» First we note the following simple foimula:

^ „(m-3)/2 r-'/V-m+3

(U.6)
J

p/V-m+jx

xr\(|x|)d^...to - : l—H— r-^-3 . f(r^),

n|)

n 2 21/2 2
where m ^ U, v > m-3, r » (x^ + Xg + x-) ' and f(r ) is a botmded function

smooth at least for r < 1. i*-s is seen from the proof below, (U«6) holds even

if the factor ^,(|x| ) is emitted.

To
2 2 1/2

prove this formula, we introduce the variable X » (xi + .., + x )

and transform the integral into

V3 r*-'
''''"^'

*1
((-''^')'^') ^"'^'^ • V3 f«i(t)(t'-r')'"^'^' t-*l«

*If 0-0, |g (x-y)|* in (U,5) is to be put equal to zero whenever g (x-y) Oo

In other words, the integral of (U,5) is a finite integral taken over |y-x| < 2

whether or not a > 0,
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We then split the integral into two parts by writing 5^-,(t) 1 + (^,(t)-l).

The first part gives the first term on the right-hand side of (U,6). Since

^^(t)-l vanishes for < t < 1, the second part is easily seen to represent a

2 2
smooth function of r for r < 1.

Now (U.^) is obvious if p 0, since then < (m-ti) a < m by hypothesis.

So we shall assume p > in the remainder of the proof.

To prove (U»5) in the general case, we asstirae that V (which is one of the

v., i»l,,..,M) is already in the canonical foiro V = TCx^jX^jX^) (see (2.9))j

this does not affect the generality, for an orthogonal transformation of the

coordinates x.,.*.,x does not change the form of s , Then, denoting the integral

(li.5) by I(x), we have

I(x) - f |g^(x-y)|^ |v(y)|Pdy - ( |v(x-y)|P |g^(y)rdy

(U.7)
"J

\7(x^-y^, Xg-ygj xy.7^)\^ dy^ dy^ dy^ |g^(y)r dyi^»»o<iV

E-j Je ,
3 m-3

Here Ig (y)]" = lyl"^^""^^ k.( lyDT and k, (t) I'' has the same property (3.6)

as ^(t) itself if a > 0, Hence we can apply the formula (U.6) to the last

(m-3)-dimensional integral of the above expression, provided

(li.8) V = a(m-ji) > m-3,

which we assume for the moment. Noting that this integral is zero if

2 2 2 1/2
s ** (yn + 72 * 7-3) > 2, we see that it is majorized b7 an expression

Cs "^ with some constant C, Thus we have

(U.9) I(x) < C

4g 2
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The assumption (U.U) implies that

^ [a(m-^)-(m-3)] + |.< 1*

where both terms on the left-hand side are positive by (U.8) and our assumption

P > 0, Hence we can take two positive numbers a, b such that

(U.10) i.l-l, i>l[aU-^.)-.U.3)], 1-|,.

On applying the Holder inequality to the integral on the right-hand side of

(U»9)> we obtain

I(x) $ C 1 7(x^-y3^*X2-y2jx^-y^ ) |

^ dy^dygdy^

's<2

-ja(m-p.)-(m-3)Ja

ls<2
dy3_dy2dy^

lAa

The second factor on the right-hand side is finite and independent of x, because

^(m-tL)-(in-3)] a < 3 by (U.IO). The first factor is not decreased by replacing

the region of integration by the whole space E-j then the integral is obviously

independent of r. and yet finite because bp = <rby (U.IO), This proves (U.5)

under the assumption (U«8),

To deal with the case a(m-ix) < m-3, suppose for the moment that p < O"

,

and set

3 ^ /^ , m-3+e

Then

(m-}j,) a» + i P " in-2e < m.
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so that the assianption (U.U) is satisfied by the pair a',p instead of a, p.

Furthermore a'(iii-ti) > in-3, and so (U.P) is also satisfied by a'. Therefore,

(li,5) is seen to hold if a is replaced by a'. Also (U.5) is true for a » 0,

for < p < O" . Thus (U.5) must be true for any a between and a', and this

proves (U.$) for our a, since § a < (in-3) (m-ti)~ < a'.

In the only remaining case, p cr , we have (m-p.) a < m-3, by (U.U)»

Thus the last integral I |g (y) | dyi ..dy of (U,7) has an upper bound independent

of (y-,,y«,y^). Thus the desired result follows immediately, by (2,10), This

completes the proof of Lemna 1,

Now we state

1^1 2

q P

linear operator defined everjrwhere in L^. If

Lemma 2» Let m2:Uj25p5q^ao. If — > , then B^ is a bounded-' _i-_^= qpm p

(li.ll) i>i- (2-2)1,
q p <X m '

then the same is true for 1^",

P

Proof, Vfe first give the proof for A^. Let m^ » Min m, (2 - 2)p and let e be

m^
such that < s < -w- . Further, set

m.-2e
6

m-2 * p^ >

Since m i m and < e < m /2, we see that y > S > and hence q > p. Also

P > and Y < -^ S 2 < p, so that a > 0. Furthermore, it is easily seen that

(1;.12) (m-2)a + 1 p - m » ^ t -(2- |) p-el < O.

see footnote following (U.U),
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With these preliminaries, we consider the expression (U.l). Proceeding

rather formally for the moment, we have

f 12 1.1 1_£
(U.13) |(Au)(x)| < (|g(x.y)|*i lu(y)l^) (lg(x-y)| *5 |v(y)l) |u(y)l ^ dy.

Note that y/q, p/q, l-(Y/q) > 1- (y/p)> l-(p/q) are all non-negative.

If we set s = pq(q-p)~ , we have

— + TT + — » 1
q P s

and we can apply the HBlder inequality with three factors in the integrand,

obtaining

(Au)(x)| < (Ig(x-y)l^ |u(y)|^)ny

r 1-1
(|g(x-y)! "^ |v(y)|)P dy

"II
r (1- |)s

lu(y)l ^ dy

Since

(1- 5) p - a. (1- ^) s - p.

as is easily verified, it follows that

(Au)(x)| < |g(x-y)r |u(y)|Pd7'?•[[ |g(x-y)|°|V(y)|Pdy

The second factor on the right-hand side is finite and bounded by a constant

independent of x, because Lenrma 1 is applicable with n = 2, by (U.12), and

p - p(p-l) < 2 ^ (T, Hence
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pq/s f
|(Au)(x)|'l<c||u||p |g(x-7)r |u(y)|Pdy.

We integrate this inequality with respect to x and change the order of

integration on the right-hand side. Since y < m(in-2)~ , we have

|g(x-y)r dx = I |g(x)r dx < CO

4(i

and thus we arrive at the inequality

(Au)(x)|^dx<C||u||P^/^ r|u(y)lPdy
P

c||^||(pq/s)+P„c||u|l2

or

llAu||g<C||ullp.

It is now clear that these rather formal calculations show, by a standard

reasoning based on Fubini's theorem, that the integral (U.l) defining (Au)(x)

exists almost everywhere, that Au € L*^ if u s. L^, and that A - A^ is a bounded

operator. But it is easily seen that

q s p
m-m +e

o

Thus q can be made to take any value such that p < q < mp(m-m )" by giving e

a suitable value such that < c < Vi. /2, In other words, q may be arbitraiy if

Here and in what follows we use the letter C to denote an indefinite constant.
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—2i<l<i .

m p q p

Recalling the definition of m , we see that this is identical vrith the condition

for q in Lermtia 2, unless q = p or q = oo . But the case q = p < oo is obtained if

we put e = ni_/2 in the above proof. Then we have q = p, s = oo , and everything

carries through if we interpret each expression accordinglyj here we actually need

not introduce the nuinber s. The other case q oo can be dealt with eiinilarly, with

minor changes, so we may omit the details. This completes the proof of the part of

Lemma 2 concerning A^.
P

The result for b" can be proved in exactly the same way. This time we have

only to set m = Min(m,2p) and note that W (y) is a bounded function.

Now we state

Lemma 3 » If u fT. L^ with p > m(2- ^)~ , then the function Au is bounded

and (C^) for any 9 < 2- ^- - . If u C L^ with p > ^ then Bu is
<* O^ p d.

boxmded and (C^) for any 6 < 2 (p > 2 is always assumed).

Proof. First we pr^ve the following inequality:

(U.lli) |x-y|"* lg(x) - g(y)i 5 C(g (x) + g-. a(y))

where < 9 < 1 and where gp q(x) is a function of the form considered in Lemma 1,

To prove this, we may obviously assume that |x| < |y|. Since

g(x) » Clx|"^ "
'^(jxl), we have, writing v » m-2 for simplicity,

|g(x)-g(y)| 5 C
i-v

(|xr^-|yr^)^(|x|)* |y|
-V

^(kl)-^(lyi)"
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But

hr-wr - ixr^iyi-^iyr-ixD § ixr^iyrMyMxD viyr-^

f v|xr^|yr^iy-x| $v|y-x|* 1x1-^^-^(2 |yl
)1-

*

^ 2^- ^ v|y-x|^|xr^|yr S 2^" % iy-x^ Ix]-^-^

and

k(|x|) <(|y|)| < (|y|.|x|) Max k'(t)l
|x! g t ^ |yl

$ |y-xl Max,k'(t)| <C|y.x|^ (2 |y|
)1- * ^ ( Ix| ),

t> lx|
'^

where Max I^ ('^)I is a function equal to a constant for t < 1 and vanishing
r ^ t

for t > 2. We can therefore write Max |^ (T)| as GCr,it), where the function
r > t

^

^^(t) has the property (3»6),

Collecting the above results, we obtain

ly-xl" ®lg(x)-g(y)| < C|xr^- ^ J:(|x|) + Ciyl^-^- ® ^gd^D-

Here 1-v- © = Hn+3-0<0, so that we can replace lyl"^-'^"
® by Ixl^""""^"

®
,

which in turn can be replaced by 2|x|" "
, since we need to consider only the

case |x| < 2 on account of the factor ^gd^l). Thus we have

(U.15) |y-xr ^lg(x)-g(y)| < Ixf^-^ (C^(!x|) ^ C^glx!) = C|xr^-®^i(ix|)

-%^(|x|), (|x| < |y|).
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where ^,(t) again satisfies (3«6)« This proves (U»lU)»

We now turn to the pi^sof of Lemma 3. By hypothesis the right-hand

side of (U»ll) is negative, so that Lemma 2 shows that A is a bounded operator.

In fact, the integral (U«l) for (An) (x) exists for all x (actually this corresponds

to the case of Lemma 2 for which a detailed proof was omitted).

Furthermore

j(Au)(x')-(Au)(x)| <
I

|g(x"-y)-g(x-y)| |v(y)u(y)
| dy.:

j
|g(x'-y)-g

It follows from (U.lii) that

|(Au)(x')-(Au)(x)| <clx'-x|* !g„(x'-y) + g„(x-y)| |v(y)u(y)l dy

with n B 2- 9. But

(h.l6) ( \g^ix-r)\ |v(y)| lu(y)l dy <
r

|g^(x-y)lP |v(y)|P dy iii(y)Pdy

1

p

with p " -A- SO". Here

(m-n)p + ^.P - (m-2+e + |, ) -^ < m

if ® ""^ 2- ^ - ^ . Hence Lanraa 1 applied with a - p shows that the first factor< 2- -^ - S
o- p

on the right-hand side of (U.l6) has a finite bound independent of x. Since a

I

similar result holds for the term involving x , we get

|(Au)(x') - (Au)(x)| <C|x'-x|® lUII

This proves Lemma 3 for Au.
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The proof for Bu is again similar but simpler. Since W (y) is bounded,

the constant p aborve has only to satisfy p < mCm-ti)" , and this is the case if

Lemma U « If u G L^ with p > m, then Bu is (C_) with any 8 < 1- - ,——

—

tf p

If O- > 3 and u € L^ with p > m (1- ^" , then Au is (CJ with any

e<i-2.2.
0- p

Proof. Fonnal differentiation of (U.l) gives

(h.l7) (Au)^ (x) -^ (Au)(x) - - g^,(x-y)(x^-y^) V(y) u(y) dy.

where

(U.18) g^(x) -co^^W-'^ [^(1x1) -J^^'(lxl)] -co^^lxr^^^^ClxDj

KAt) is again a function satisfying (3.6). Thus g^Cx) has, apart from a

constant factor, the form g (x) with p, = which is discussed in Lemma 1.

If we show that the right-hand side of (U.l?) exists for all x and is

a function (Cq), the formal differentiation is easily justified and the lemma

is proved. But the continuity of (U.l?) can be proved quite in the same way as in

Lemma 3« ''^ need only to establish the following inequality, corresponding to

(U.IU):

(U.19) Ix-yl"® Ix^g^Cx) - y^g^Cy)! ^ o(g^^Q(x) * g^.^Cxj) , < 9 < 1,

where g-^-Cx) is again a function of the fonn g^(x) with |i =« 1 -9 but with some

new^_(t) instead of l^,(t). This inequality can be proved easily by using (U.l5).

The detailed proof of this and of Lemma U may be omitted.
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"3

Leimna $ « Let u be (C^) with some 5 > 4, - 1. Then Au has external

partial derivatives with respect to V, which are (Cq) for any9'

9 < 6 + 1- ^ .

Proof, Without loss of generality we may assume that V is in a canonical form

V " V(x,,Xp,x_). We construct the formal derivative (U.17) of Au with respect

to one of external coordinates x. , i = Uj..»jni. We can write it in the

following foiTn:

(U.20) (Au) (x) -

i J
go(x-y)(x^-yj^) ^(y^^jygjy^) [u(y) - u(x)] dy, i « U,,.,,m,

since the integral involving u(x) vanishes, because of syrranetiy. Since

|u(y)-u(x) I < C|y-xl by hypothesis, the integrand in (U.20) is majorized by

C|go(x-y)| Ix-yl^*^ 1^(71,72*73) I
» which is of the fom c|g^_^g(x-y)

| |7(y) |

in the notation of Lemma 1, Applying Lemma 1 with a = p = 1, we see chat this

integral has a finite upper bound independent of x. Thus the integral (1;,20)

is absolutr.ly convergent.

If we show the HSlder continuity of the function thus defined by the

right-hand side of (Uo20), which we denote by v(x) for the moment, the formal

differentiation (U»17) is justified and tiie lemma is proved.

To prove the Holder continuity of v(x), we consider the expression

v(x ) - v(x). Following a familiar procedure, we consider a sphere ^Z with

center x and radius 2|x -x| = p, and write
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|v(x ) - v(x)| <

^
gQ(x-y)(x^-y^) V(y) [u(y) - u(x)] dy

go(x'-y)(x^y^) V(y) [x{y) - u(x')] dy

+ rgo(x'-y)(x^-yj^) -gQ(x-y)(Xj^-yj^)]v(y)[u(y)-u(x')]dy

+ u(x ) -u(x)
E -J

_go(x-y)(x^-yi)V(y)dy

The four integrals on the right-hand side will be denoted by L.,I^,I-,L ,

|L.| and |lp| can be estimated by the same method used above in showing

that v(x) exists, the only difference being in the region of integration. By

inspecting the proof of Lemma 1, it is easily seen that

llll^

where, by (U.13),

-(2-6)a , 2,
3

^ . Uns ds

-11 3 -(2-6)

Is < p

^$Cp^

1,1,1

1+6- |.
since we are setting a p « 1, Thus we obtain jl-, |

< Cp , |l_| satisfies

an inequality of the same form, because we can estimate it by enlarging 21 to ^

t

sphere with center x and radius 2p,

In I- we use (U»19) to obtain

113! <C Ix'-x|® r |gi.e^x'-y) + gi.^(x-y)| lv(y)l |u(y) - u(x')l dy.

Noting that |u(y) - u(x')| f C|x -yj^ and |x -y| $ 2|x-y| for y € E^^ -^, we get
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UJ ^ P"

e
r

C |gl_e+6(x-y)| |v(y)|dy + C | Igi.^gU-y)! |V(y) Idy

JE -r E -2:

a 3
In particular, let « be such that e<6 + l-^. Then 1-6 + 6 > j, and Leniraa 1

applied with a = {? » 1 shows that the integrals on the idght-hand side of the

above expression are bounded functions of x or x (even if the integrals are

taken over the whole space).

Noting finally that L = 0, because of symmetry, and summing up the

above results, we see that Iv(x')-v(x)| ^Cp®-C|x-x|® ifG<l, ©<6 + l-|.

and |x-x| is bounded. But the last restriction for |x-x| is not necessary, for

v(x) is bounded. This completes the proof of Lemma 5«

5. Proof of Theorems I and la

We first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 6. Let u e c& and H u C L^ for some p ^ 2. Then u e L*^ for————— o
T 1 1 2

any q ^ such that i«->---. Ifp> m/2, then u is bounded and•'^ 2qpm
(CJ for any e<Min (2-2, 2-|:). f^l^ther, if p > m and <r > 3, u is

(Cq) for any e < Min (l- | , 1- |. )•

Proof. Let J be the set of positive numbers q (including 00) such that u c L^.

Since u € ^ L , J contains at least one point q » 2. As is well known, J is

an interval. Let b be the upper end of this interval. Then, for any 6 > 0, there

t 1 1
is a number q C J such that "T *^ v * ®*

q
Consider the integral expression (3.11). This can be written as

M
(5.1) u -g3u + Ku - Bu -^ A. u,

i-1
^
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where A. is the integral operator defined by (U.l) with V V . and B is given

by (U«3) (see the beginning of Section h)» We note that all terras of (5«l)

belong to 'V L •

Since the operator G is a special case of B = GW -with W « 1, the first

term of (5»1) > GHu, belqrigs to L with any q such that — ^— >— - — , as seen'' ° " ^ pqpin
from Lemma 2 • But since GHu £ L , this is true id.th any q such that

T T T P
7r= — >— -— • For the same reason, the third term of (5«1)» -Bu, belongs to

L^ with any q such that ^ = "">5T > ^°^ u 6i L*^ . Similarly by Lemma 2,

it follows that each A u € L^ with any q such that | = r>rr~ (^ "q) S»
Finally Ku is a smooth function belonging to L so that Ku €: IP for any q ^ 2,

Collecting these results, we sae that u G L^ with any q ^ 2 such that — is

12 12 1 3 1
larger than the largest ntanber among 0»^~r»T7~m>^~(2~5) »• Noting

that the fourth of these is larger than the third, we conclude that

3 1
Since s > is airbitrary and 2 - ^ > ^ > 0, it is impossible for the second

number in the square brackets to be the maximum. Thus we conclude that

^5-[M.°]
This proves the first part of Lemma 6o

In Lemma 2 we assvuned m = Ii, so the argument here is not applicable to the case

m = 3» However, we know (see [ij) that every u e oO^ is continuous and bounded

if m = 3« Thus Lemmas 6 holds for all m ^ 3»
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Next suppose that p > m/2. Then the above result shows that ue L

vdth any q ^ 2, It follows from Lemma 3 that all A.u are (C_) for any © < 2-^

and that Bu is (C_) for any < 2 (in fact, for 9 < 1), Since H u e iP, Lemma 3

with G = B also shows that G H u is (C^) for any 9 < 2 - - . Finally Ku is a

smooth function and hence is (C„) for any 9 < 1. Summing up, we conclude that

u is (Cq) with any 9 < Jfiji (2 - ^ 2 - —) . This proves the second part of

Lemma 6.

The last part can be proved in the same way by making use of Lemma It*

Theorem I can now be proved easily. Suppose that u belongs to the

domain of h , where n is a positive integer to be determined later, and set

H^'^u = fj^, k = 0,1,...,n. Since f^e o8^ and H f^= f^£ ^ = L^, it follows

from Lemma 6 that f, £ L^ for any - > 75- . Since in turn H f„= f, , it
1 q ^ m £. X

follows from Lemma 6 that fp ^ L^ for any — > ^ - 2 - . Repeating this argu-

ment, we see that f, £ L^ for any — > ^ - — • If we take k equal to the first

integer larger than 1— -• , we have f. e L with some q > ra. Then by Lemma 6,

f - must be (C ) for any 9<2-^. If we choose n = k+1, we see that u = f, ^-

~k+l
has such a property. Thus every function u belonging to the domain of H with

the above k is (C„) with any 9 < 2 - ^ , Since an eigenfunction belongs to the

domain of H^ for all n, the first part of Theorem I has been proved.

Next suppose that o 3» We see that, in the above argument, f, Gl L^

for any q ^ 2 if k is the first integer not smaller than ra/h. Then Lemma 6 shows

^k+1^ ^°9^ ''^^^ any 9 < 1 - I
I 3

that f, , £ (C.) with any 9 < 1 - ^ , and the second part of Theorem I follows as

above.

Theorem la can be proved by UBking use of Lemma S» Let ^ be an eigen-

function o Then we have by (5.1)

(5.2) = GH;2f + K0 -30 - 21\^ •
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Since K Is also an eigenfunction, it is (C^) with some 9, by Iheorem I, and

hence G H (if has continuous derivatives of second order. The same is true for

K 0. Since ^ e L^ for any p = 2, B is (C^) for any 6 < 1, by Lemma U, Thus

the sum of first three terms of (0.2) is (Cq) for any 6 < 1.

Let 0. = -A.0. We know by Theorem I that €i (C^) for any 6 < 2 - ^ •

Noting that 2 -x^^- Iby the assumption (T > 2, we see firom Lemma 5 that

0. has external derivatives which are (C-^) with any 6<2--- + l-- = 3--»

This proves Theorem la, since the first three terms of (5.2) may be added to any

of the 0. without changing the properties of the latter.

6. Proof of Theorems II, Ila, lib

We now assume that the potential VJ is a generalized Coulomb potential

given by (2.8), (2.9) and (2.11). We denote by V any one of the V^ (i » 1,..,M)

and consider again the integral operator A given by (i^.l). We assume that V is

already in its canonical form, that is,

(6.1) V = e ^^^^ + V (xpX2,x^), r - (xj + x| + x^) ,

where

(6.2)
I

|V (x^,X2,x^)|*''dx^ dXg dx^ < 00

with some a > 3.

We first prove

2 3
Lemma 7. Let u £ L be bounded and (C^) for some 6 > 1 - ^ . Then Au

can be written as Au = v + w, where v and w have the following properties;

V is (c') for any < Mn 1 - | , 1 - (1-5) | j w is a function of r and

external coordinates Xj^,...,x only; w e (C^) for any < 5 in the

variables r, x, ,...,x jand

^^•^^ (I?)
' - I eu(0,0,0,x.,...,x^) .

\ /r«0
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Proof: Consider ikol) for (Au) (x) . If we substitute (6.1) for V(y), the con-

tribution from the second term of (6.1) is a function which is (C_) for any

e < 1 - ^ ; this follows from Lemma h, where we may put p -» oo. Thus this

contribution satisfies the condition on v stated in Lemma ?• Hence we may

assume

(6.h) V = e H^
in what follows. Here y (r) = 1 for r ^ p and ^(r) «» for r > p with some

constant p > 0, which Jtay be assumed to be smaller than 1.

We now write in (U.l)

(6.5) u(y) = u^(y) + [u(y) -
u^(y)J

with

(6.6) u^(x) » u(0,0,0,Xj^,...,Xj^) •

Then the contribution to Au from the second term of (6.$) is seen to be Holder

continuous. In fact, since {u(x) - u (x) | < C r by hypothesis, and (6.U) is

true, the function z(x) = V(x) ru(x) - 'n (x)~| belongs to L^ at least locally (and

uniformly) , with any p such that (1-6) p < 3. It follows from Lemma 1) applied

to Bz with B = G that this contribution Gz is (C^ for any © < 1 - - and hence

any 6 < 1 - (1-6) 2 . Thus this part also satisfies the condition on v.

Thus our problem is reduced to showing that

(6.7) w(x) »
j

g(x-y) V(y) u^(y) dy ,

where V is given by (6.it), has the properties stated in Lemma 7. By symmetry it

* Here a function u ie said to belong to L^ locally and uniformly if the integral

J |uP dx extended over a sphere of a fixed radius has a finite upper bound in-

dependent of the position of the sphere,

** Lemma h holds if u £ L^ locally and uniformly instead of u £ L i.'^j^i ^^^ fol-

lows easily fron the fact that (Au) (x) and (Au) (x) depend only on the values

of u(y) for ly-x] < 2. ^i
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is obvious that w(x) is a function of r, x, ,...,x only. Also it follows from

Lemma 5 that all external derivatives w (x), (i ^ I4) are (C_) with any © < 6,

because we may take cr arbitrarily close to 3 for the Coulomb potential (6»li).

We must still examine the properties of w = dw/dr. For this we may

assume Xp= x-= and consider w . We have, using the notation of (I4.I8),

W g^(x-y) (x^- y^) V(y) u^(y) dyj

in any case this is true if x^ > 0, and represents a function which is smooth for

x^ > 0. So we liave only to consider small values of |x^
|
. Now we write again

u^(y) « u^(x) + [u^(y) - ujx)] .

"Hie contribution to Au from the second term in the above expression can be dealt

with exactly in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 5 and gives a function

(Cq) with < 5 as above. The remaining part

(6.3) - u^(x)
j

g^(x-y) (x^- y^) V(y) dy

can be reduced to a 3-dimensional integral by (U.6), for the only factor in-

volving yj ,...,y is g (x-y). Using (1^.18), (6.U) and the fact that

2n ' / P (m/2), we thus obtain for the integral of (6.8) the followingCO
m

expression!

f

(6.9) ^ r v^i ^2^:ti.c
ys < p J s ^ P

1/2 ?
'

, and f(t ) is a
2 2 2 1/2 r 2 2 2

where s = (y^ + y^ + y^) and t = K^" J-^} * '^2 * ^3

2 2
~"

smooth function of t at least for t < 1» The second integral of (6.9) is thus

a smooth function of x, for small x, and need not be considered in detail, where-

as the first inte-^ral can be explicitly evaluated without difficulty, yielding
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the value 2n sign x:, ( this value is independent of p) . In this way we arrive

at the result

w (x^,0,0,Xj^,...,Xj^) = -
I (sign x^) u^(x) + ..c

where ... is a function at least (C^) for any € < 1. This completes the proof

of Leima 7«

Theorems II, Ila and lib now follow easily. Obviously Theorem II is

a consequence of Theorem Ila. To prove Theorem lla we note that, since "the gen-

eralized Coulomb potential W now satisfies the conditions i), ii) for any C < 3,

all eigenfunctions j^ are bounded and (Cg) for any 6 < 1. Then we consider the

integral expression (5.2). Since E as well as is an eigenf\mction, the first

three terms on the right-hand side of (5'»2) are seen to be smooth functions,

as before. From Lemma 7 with 5 as close to 1 as we like^we see that each -A^0

of the remaining sum is the sum of two parts Y. + 9^, where 1^ is (C^) for any

< 1 - X ^^d 0. is a function (C_) for any < 1 of (m-2) variables, which

are r, x. ,...,x in the canonical coordinate system for V.. If we combine all

the T. together with the smooth function given by the first three terms of (5.2)

into one function Q( . the assertion of Theorem Ila follows. Theorem lib then
o

follows from (6.3) and the discussion given after the statement of Theorem Ila.
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